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From the Board of Directors
!"""*!""# was an important year for the Oil and Gas Commission (Commission) as we continued to build firm relationships with
our clients and stakeholders+ By being accessible and making our regulatory delivery more transparent, the Commission’s
objective is to build a credible regulatory system necessary for a safe, environmentally balanced and prosperous oil and gas
industry in BC+ Strong growth of the oil and gas industry culminated in #+. billion in revenues in !"""/!""#, thus making BC
the single largest net revenue contributor to the Province+ The significantly higher levels of activities associated with this degree
of industry growth severely tested the Commission’s capabilities+ I have been impressed and humbled by the extraordinary
response of our staff+
As I complete my tenure with the Commission, I am pleased to share some of the highlights of our continuing journey to become
an effective and efficient regulator committed to stakeholder and client involvement+
I respectfully submit our !"""*!""# annual report+
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Annual Update from the Advisory Committee
The legislative mandate of the Oil and Gas Commission Advisory Committee is to provide advice to the Commission on policy,
budgetary issues, business and strategic planning, development of information system capacity and financial statements+
The Committee's highlights and accomplishments for !"""*!""# include:
✦ Reviewed the Commission’s financial statements for the fiscal year ending March, !""#;
✦ Reviewed and commented on updates to the Commission’s three year Performance Plan and !""" / !""# Business
Plans;
✦ Recommended the Commission initiate a Request for Proposal to expand research and knowledge of the applicability
of helicopter*supported well drilling in BC;
✦ Reviewed the proposals submitted for funding to the !""# Environmental Fund+ Twenty*three proposals were received
and the Committee recommended that #% projects be funded for a total cost of #,"%%,"""+

The members of the Advisory Committee as of March $#, !""# were:
BOB FEDDERLY / CHAIR
JACKIE ALLEN / VICE*CHAIR
DAVID LUFF
WAYNE SAWCHUCK
KATHI DICKIE
CHRIS BAKKER
ALLEN WATSON
JIM REIMER
CARYLIN GREATBANKS
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Introduction
The Oil and Gas Commission (Commission) was created under the Oil and Gas Commission Act in #((.+ It is a one*window
integrated regulatory agency reporting to the Minister of Energy and Mines, with responsibilities for overseeing oil and gas
operations including exploration, development, reclamation and pipeline transportation+
The purposes of the Commission includes the regulation of oil and gas activities and pipelines in BC in a manner that provides
for the sound development of the sector by fostering a healthy environment, a sound economy and social well*being+
The Oil and Gas Commission's statutory authorities and responsibilities are set out in the following Acts:
✦ Oil and Gas Commission Act
✦ Petroleum and Natural Gas Act
✦ Pipeline Act
✦ Forest Act
✦ Forest Practices Code of BC Act
✦ Heritage Conservation Act
✦ Land Act
✦ Waste Management Act
✦ Water Act
This annual report highlights the Commission’s business planning, performance achievements and fiscal status, and provides an
overview of its Corporate Governance structure+
For more information, please contact:
Colleen Sweet, Manager of Stakeholder Relations and Communications
Tel: (!&") !/#*&'$% or colleen+sweet@gems'+gov+bc+ca
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Highlights
The growth in BC’s oil and gas sector continued this year+ The Oil and Gas Commission met the challenges associated with this
growth by implementing new initiatives to improve its business processes; expanding stakeholder engagement; facilitating and
encouraging research to minimize environmental impacts; and, enhancing industry compliance with provincial regulation+ We
proudly share some of our performance highlights:

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

STATISTICS

• Staff developed a three*year Performance Plan to
guide and assist the Commission in delivering its
mandate with excellence+
• Investments were made in the Commission’s
information systems to improve service efficiency+
Focus areas included development of a geographic
information system and enhancements to the
Integrated Resource Information System database+

APPLICATIONS:
Number of applications received
Average application processing days

$#&.
!#

INSPECTIONS (Compliance & Enforcement)
Number of inspections conducted
!((.
Number of kilometers traveled
!'(,"&%

REGULATING OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY

CONSULTATIONS
Number of First Nation consultations

• Staff managed a $$0 increase in the number of
applications by streamlining processes and through
extraordinary dedication and effort+
• !""" was also a record year for number of wells
drilled in BC – '&$ were drilled+
• During the peak drilling period, a record number of
drilling rigs – #$. rigs – were active in the Province+
This surpasses the previous record of #!! rigs in #(((+
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The Commission also made progress on key stakeholder
initiatives this year, including:

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Oil and Gas Commission Environmental Fund committed
#,"%%,""" to fund environmental research related to oil and
gas exploration and development in BC+ Research projects
approved include studies on air quality monitoring; coal acid
gas absorption; and cumulative impacts of flaring+

THE PUBLIC COMMUNICATION GUIDELINE
The Guideline is a defined process and procedure to guide
industry in developing their communication processes with
the public, prior to making application to the Commission+

BUICK CREEK RESIDENT / INDUSTRY ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
This initiative brings residents and industry representatives
together to discuss issues and address concerns+ The
Commission will expand on this program to other areas of BC
in !""#*!""!+
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Report on the Performance Plan
The Oil and Gas Commission finalized a three year Performance Plan this year+ The Plan was submitted to the Minister of Energy
and Mines on April $", !""#+
The Performance Plan presents the vision, mission, core values and strategies of the Commission+ It also defines performance
measures and targets for the next three years+ The targets are based on the business year of the Commission, which runs from
October to September each year+ The first measurement will take place in the summer of !""#, and will establish baseline data
to track performance annually+
The two main areas of measurement are effectiveness and efficiency+ The effectiveness measurement will be based on a
satisfaction index of the Commission's employees, clients, and stakeholders+ The measurement will be determined by conducting
satisfaction surveys, using the results from the summer !""#, as a baseline+ The Commission has targeted a #"0 increase in
satisfaction from each group each year+ The efficiency measurement will be made using the data generated from our main
operating systems+ The measurement will be based on the mean average and standard deviation of application processing
timeframes+
The management of the Commission will use the performance measures to adjust its strategy and ensure that it work towards
its vision and fulfills its mission+ The !""#*!""! annual report will report the values found in the baseline measurements
completed in summer !""#, and will also describe how the measurements were taken+
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VISION
STATEMENT

MISSION
STATEMENT

CORE VALUES

The vision statement
describes the future state Oil
and Gas Commission staff
aspire and strive to achieve+

The mission statement out*
lines the mandate of the Oil
and Gas Commission, and the
means by which it will
achieve its vision+

Core values are the fundamental and enduring values
and beliefs, which determine the Commission’s
organizational culture+

"To be the innovative
regulatory leader,
respected by stakeholders
and clients+"

"Regulating oil and gas
activity:
• Through fair,
consistent,
responsible and
transparent
stakeholder
engagement,

"We commit to integrating the following in
everything we do:
• We continually strive to strengthen
relationships with our stakeholders, clients,
and co*workers by being open and
demonstrating integrity+
• We are flexible, innovative, and proactive+
• We are socially and environmentally
responsible+

• For the benefit of all
British Columbians,

• We will measure our performance and strive
for excellence+

• By balancing
environmental,
economic, and social
outcomes+"

• We are open to change that enables personal
and organizational growth+
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• We foster a positive attitude and fun in the
workplace+"
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Statement of Corporate Governance Practices
The Board of Directors of the Oil and Gas Commission consists of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner, appointed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council for terms not exceeding & years+ The Commissioner is the chair of the Board+ The Board is
charged with managing the affairs of the Commission or supervising the management of those affairs and is empowered to
exercise the powers of the Commission+ The Board fulfills the purposes of the Commission through a staff of .$ members
organized into ' branches+
An Oil and Gas Commission Advisory Committee advises and makes recommendations to the Commission regarding the
fulfillment of the Commission’s purposes, the environmental, economic and social issues arising out of the Commission’s
operations, and the Commission’s short and long term operating plans+ The Advisory Committee is appointed by the Minister
and includes representatives from local governments, the general public, First Nations, industry and environmental organi*
zations+
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Management Discussion and Analysis
Our third operating year was highlighted by the completion of the Commission’s Performance Plan and Branch Business Plans+
The Performance Plan was delivered to the Minister on April $", !""#+

Revenue

Actual

Budget

Difference

Fee Revenue
Levy Revenue
Other Revenue

11,463
5,579
1,212
18,254

8,050
5,400
1,353
14,803

42%
3%
10%

First Nation
Salary Expense
Other Expense

4,945
4,361
2,330
11,636

6,190
5,641
2,358
14,189

20%
(23%)
1%

Surplus (Deficit)

6,618

(614)

The table below shows key operating statistics for the first three years of the
Commission's existence+ #(((, our first year, was a partial year of operation+

2001

2000

1999

Fee Revenue
Levy Revenue
Other Revenue

11,463
5,579
1,212

7,732
5,365
102

2,967
2,843
-

First Nation
Salary Expense
Other Expense

4,945
4,361
2,330

6,236
5,324
2,716

4,385
2,228
2,119

Net Revenue (Loss)
Cash Balance
Net owing to Province
Owing to First Nations

5,732
5,612
(1,124)
5,627

(1,077)
5,312
5,222
5,657

(2,922)
2,455
2,658

Surplus (Deficit)

3,353

(3,999)

(2,922)

Expense
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There are a number of reasons for the Commission’s improved financial performance in !"""*!""#, including higher revenues
from applications fees generated by increased industry activity+ The First Nations expense is derived from the Memorandums of
Understanding negotiated between Treaty . First Nations, the Oil and Gas Commission and the Province of BC, and is outside of
the operational control of management+
Another reason for the budgetary improvement resulted from lower costs, due to unanticipated staff vacancies, and the
introduction of pipeline billing this fiscal+
The major challenge for the Commission in the coming year is to adjust its business processes to accommodate the anticipated
increases in industry activity levels+ To respond to increasing activity demands, while maintaining a low operating budget, the
Commission will invest in new technologies, human resources and organizational development+
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
of the Oil and Gas Commission
for the year ended March $#, !""#
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Statement of Management Responsibility
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Statement of Financial Position
March $#, !""#, with comparative figures for !""" (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Statement of Surplus
Year ended March $#, !""#, with comparative figures for !""" (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Statement of Operations
Year ended March $#, !""#, with comparative figures for !""" (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Statement of Cash Flows
Year ended March $#, !""#, with comparative figures for !""" (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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Oil and Gas Commission / Notes to the Financial Statements
March $#, !""# (in """s)
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